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ABSTRACT
Continuous measurements of water level, wind speed and 
direction, and atmospheric pressure during a 20-day period in July 
1972, provided insight into the dynamics of Caminada Bay, an 
extremely shallow, bar-built Louisiana estuary. The water surface 
elevation was recorded at three locatio n s in the bay, a 
geopotential surface was established, and the time-dependant 
variations of a slope vector along the surface gradient were
computed. It was found that the instantaneous slope vector either
oscillated or rotated in the horizontal plane as a function of
time, primarily due to tidal input through two major entrances but
modified by the wind surface stress. Under simplifying assumptions, 
a set of linearized equations was solved analytically, giving good 
agreement between observed and simulated slope magnitudes and 
directions. The wind stress caused an instantaneous, slowly
-6oscillating set-up around a time-averaged slope value of taclO 
radians, which made up approximately 50$ of the measured, time- 
averaged slope. The remainder of the time-averaged set-up was 
attributed to spatial differences in volume transport. Although 
the diurnal tide governed the major water level fluctuations, the 
wind was shown to control the time-averaged estuarine water level 
on a time-scale of a couple of days. A northeasterly wind stress 
increased the mean surface elevation significantly, by 2k cm, which 
was interpreted as an Ekman effect with associated piling up of 
water against the coast. Contrary to coastal plain and fjord
estuaries, density gradients were insignificant in Caminada Bay,
- 7resulting in surface slopes on the order of 10 radians.
INTRODUCTION
A series of papers in the 1950's by Pritchard (1952, 1954, 1955, 
1956) and by Pritchard and Kent (1956) on coastal plain estuaries 
laid the dynamical framework for subsequent, intensive study efforts 
in various aspects of estuarine circulation and dynamics. Similarly, 
the study by McAlister ej:, al. (1959) and other investigations pointed 
out the salient, dynamical features of fjord-type estuaries. However, 
the bar-built estuary, the third major estuarine type commonly found 
along the Gulf of Mexico, has received virtually no attention from 
the point of view of physical oceanography (Cameron and Pritchard,
1963). The study by Dyer and Ramamoorthy (1969) is, however, a note­
worthy exception. Apparently, there is a need for a systematic in­
vestigation of the dynamics of bar-built estuaries.
This study attempts to illustrate the relative importance and ef­
fect of astronomical tides and fair weather winds on the water surface 
behavior in a representative, bar-built, Louisiana estuary, Caminada 
Bay, thus shedding light on the dynamical structure of this type of 
coastal embayment. This is of special interest, as Collier and 
Hedgpeth (1950) and Copeland, Thompson, and Ogletree (1968) indicated 
that the wind effects outweighed tidal effects in controlling the sur­
face dynamics of Laguna Madre, Texas, a bar-built estuary, fringing on 
the Gulf of Mexico, similar to Caminada Bay. The water surface fluctua­
tions are, of course, intimately tied to the estuarine velocity 
structure. However, because of logistic restrictions, currents were 
not measured. Although this is a definite limitation, much can be
2
learned from water surface fluctuations and absolute water surface 
slopes, when compared with wind and pressure measurements.
Both coastal plain and fjord estuaries are often successfully 
approximated by a narrow channel, thus simplifying the analytical 
treatment by removing lateral variations. As bar-built estuaries 
are often wide, in a relative sense, with more than one opening to 
the ocean, horizontal two-dimensionality must be taken into account.
This is particularly clear from consideration of the measured orien­
tation of the set-up in the estuary. In the analytical treatment, the 
input of tidal waves through two entrances was included. This 
effect was first assumed and then shown to be more important than the 
Coriolis effect, which was ignored.
Estuarine water surface slopes can be caused and maintained by a 
number of different factors, the most obvious being atmospheric pres­
sure gradient and wind stress. Hellstr'dm (19*1-1), Haurwitz (1951)» 
Keulegan (1951)> van Dorn (1953)» and Kivisild (195*0 studied wind- 
induced surface slopes on lakes. Hellstrlfin found that the surface should 
be parbolic under the influence of a steady wind. Van Dorn and Keulegan 
indicated that the wind-induced slope should be given by a linear 
combination of slopes produced by the surface wind shear and the 
presence of waves. However, Saville1 s (1952) measurement of set-up 
on Lake Okeechobee during storm conditions were fully accounted for by 
the wind stress alone, even after correcting for the set-up over the 
marsh. There seemed to be no wave contribution to the total set-up, 
in spite of the existance of 3 m high waves. In view of this result,
3
wind waves are ignored in this study.
Another possible effect in maintaining surface slopes is the 
existance of density gradients in the water. Pritchard and Kent 
(1956), in the study of a coastal plain estuary, divided the longi­
tudinal pressure gradient term into a baroclinic and a barotropic 
time-averaged component. The baroclinic term was readily evaluated 
from the measured density structure, and the barotropic component 
was computed, using a numerical integration scheme. They found that 
the baroclinically induced surface slope was as great as the baro­
tropic slope, approximately 2 x 10 6 rad. However, the Caminada Bay 
water density is almost homogeneous, such that baroclinic slopes can 
be neglected.
Due to spatial variations in current amplitudes, Cameron and 
Pritchard (I963) showed that a mean surface slope may exist in the 
absence of wind shear stresses and density gradients. This effect 
arises from the non-linear terms in the governing equations. Unoki 
and Isozaki (1965, 1966) used non-linear current effects to explain 
the observed mean sea level in certain Japanese embayments, and showed 
them to be similar to Longuet-Higgins' and Stewart's (196*0 radiation 
stress. Qualitatively, the mean surface level is raised in regions 
of antinodes, usually at the head of a bay, and lowered at nodal points.
Finally, Van Dorn (1953) and Caldwell and Elliott (1971) showed 
that falling rain drops can significantly augment the surface wind 
stress and therefore cause mean surface slopes. However, this effect 




Caminada Bay, the study site, is a bar-built estuary, located 
along the Louisiana coast approximately 40 km west of the active 
Mississippi River delta (fig. 1). It is a small portion of the 
des Allemands-Barataria interdistributary basin, which separates 
the active channel-levee system of the Mississippi River from the 
abandoned Bayou Lafourche channel-levee system (Gagliano and 
van Beek, 1970).
The bay, representative of the type of estuaries found in 
Louisiana measures some lU by 6 km, and is extremely shallow, only 
on the order of one meter deep. Surrounded by vast expanses of 
Spartina alterniflora marsh, Caminada Bay connects to Barataria Bay 
in the east via a series of openings and also to a large number of 
bayous and salt-water lakes in the west and north. In the south,
Grand Isle separates the Bay from the Gulf of Mexico.
In spite of the low marine energy conditions encountered along 
the Gulf Coast, the land between the Mississippi and Bayou Lafourche, 
close to the coast, is receeding due to the lack of an adequate sedi­
ment supply (Gagliano and van Beek, 1970). The fresh-water runn off 
is largely due to rain falling over the basin, and because of the rela­
tively dry summers, saline ocean water encroaches deep into the 
lower basin. This tends to make the Caminada water density 
almost homogeneous during the summer months.
The Caminada Bay and Gulf of Mexico tide is primarily of the 












Fig. 1 The Study Site
in terms of Gulf basin resonance to diurnal forcing. Zetler and 
Hansen (1972) on the other hand attributed the diurnal tide to co­
oscillation between the Gulf and Atlantic tides. Similarly,
Platzman (1973) attributed the diurnal tide to the co-oscillating 
Helmholtz mode, which has a period of 21.2 hrs. and could be affected 
by basin resonance to produce the observed diurnal tide. Besides 
the diurnal and semi-diurnal periods, there also exists a fortnightly 
tidal cycle associated with the moon's declination, and a cycle of 
period 1 8 .6 7 years due to the longitude of the moon's node 
(Mariner, 19*1-7) • Furthermore, the mean water level fluctuates on a 
yearly basis with a September peak and a January low. The range of 
this oscillation is approximately 26 cm (Machin and Hopkins, I9 6I), 
and is customarily explained in terms of seasonal winds and weather, 
although quantitative data does not support that conclusion 
(Manner, 195*0-
The summer weather encountered in the Caminada Bay area is 
usually dominated by the Bermuda High pressure system, which puts the 
Louisiana coast under the influence of synoptic winds with southerly 
components (Leipper, 195*0 • Also, locally generated thunderstorms 
occur frequently during the summer afternoon hours. The winter 
winds, on the other hand, blow primarily out of the east and north 
(Leipper, 195*1-) • Occasionally, hurricanes have struck the area. The 
latest direct hit on the Barataria basin was Hurricane Betsy in 1965-
7
Field Experiment
The field experiment took place during a 20-day period in July, 
1972, with certain preliminary measurements made during six days in 
August, 1971- The study consisted of recordings of water surface 
elevation, wind speed and direction, atmospheric pressure, and 
temperature, along with some water temperature and salinity measure­
ments at stations distributed in Caminada Bay (fig. 1). The 
duration of the study was chosen to include at least one full fort­
nightly tidal cycle with a tropic and an equatorial tide. To fa­
cilitate presentation of the data, it is convenient to define a time 
scale with origin at 0000 on July 7, 1972. The study was concluded 
at ij-92 hrs or 1000 on July 27, 1972.
The water level was recorded continuously at three Caminada 
locations, referred to as stations 1,2, and 3 (fig. 1). The means 
of these records may be assumed to define a geopotential surface if 
certain conditions are fulfilled. Using the three tide gage traces, 
it is then possible to determine absolute water surface slopes be­
tween the stations. The stations were distributed in such a way that 
these slopes may be considered sufficiently representative of the 
entire Caminada Bay.
The water level recorder at station 3 was strapped securely to 
pilings some 23 m from a small island. However, tide gages at stations 
1 and 2 were mounted on U. S. Coast Guard light structures. Stations 
1 and 2 were also equipped with recording microbarographs. The 
wind speed and direction were monitored at station 2. As the study 
proceeded, the water temperature and salinity were regularly measured
8
at selected locations throughout the Bay.
To enable reliable estimation of wind shear stress distribution 
from a single anemometer, a separate field investigation was under­
taken in August, 1971* The wind speed and direction were then 
measured at station 2 in the same manner and at the same height above 
the water surface as in 1972. Also, vertical wind profiles were 
simultaneously determined at the same location. From these profiles, 
it was possible to derive an equation from which the surface stress 
can be calculated if the wind speed is known at a single height 
inside the surface boundary layer.
Measurement of Water Level
The elevation of the water surface was measured with 
portable capacitance tide gages built at the Coastal Studies Institute, 
for use in shallow water (Rector et. al. 1972). The gages use a 
capacitance circuit, similar to the one developed by McGoldrick 
(I9 6 5 , 1971). A capacitance probe, which consists of an insulated 
wire sealed at one end, is submerged into the water. The wire and 
the water serve as the two plates, and the insulator is the dielectric 
The fluctuating capacitance is converted into linearly fluctuating 
voltage, and the signal is recorded on a Rustrak unit. The system 
is essentially insensitive to temperature changes and has a low 
power demand. A stilling well equipped with a small orifice near 
the submerged end housed the probe to filter out short period 
surface oscillations, such as caused by wind waves and boat 
wakes.
It is necessary to verify that low frequency oscillations 
are not reduced in amplitude or lagged in time due to the filtering 
characteristics of the stilling well. Such investigations have 
been undertaken by O'Brien (193*0» Keulegan (196?)» Cross (I9 68), 
Dominick et. al. (1972), and Rector et.al. (1972).
Under the assumptions of non-accelarated flow through the 
orifice a linearly behaving orifice, and the presence of a 
shallow water wave, it follows from conservation of mass that
^ ^ •  = ± c0 fj2 (2 g |h(t) - H(t)| )* (1)
Aw
(Cross, 1968). Where the minus-sign holds for h(t) > H(t) and 
the plus-sign for H(t) > h(t). Aq and A^ are the cross-sectional 
areas of the orifice and the stilling well, respectively; H(t) 
is the outside and h(t) the inside water level above the orifice; 
and Cq is an orifice coefficient, which was determined empirically 
by Rector e_t. al. (1972) for the particular gages used in this 
study. Integration of eq. 1 with respect to Z gives,
C =["-] * Aw^initial (2)0 U  J a  1- - - -o
Rector ejt. aJL, (1972) found that Cq = 0.^72.
Following Cross (I9 68), define 0 = 2rrt/T, fi = h(t)/a, 
and  ̂= H(t)/a, where a is the outside wave samplitude and T its 
period. Eq. 1 can then be rewritten
10
f  - ± K /TFT (5)
where
K = YT/a/IT (ij.)
and
Y = A C ^~2g/2Tr A = 3.12 x 10_3 cnT-sec" 1 (5)o ov 1 w
Eq. 3 has been solved by O'Brien (193&) an<3 Keulegan (19^7) when 
\ varies sinusiodally. Define a response, R = hCt)^^a, and a lag 
by which the maximum level inside the well lags the outside wave 
crest. The response and lag have been plotted in fig. 2, which 
indicates that oscillations of diurnal period as well as the lowest 
free basin oscillations are virtually unaffected by the stilling well.
On the other hand, wind waves are affectively eliminated as K in this 
case is on the order of 10 3 .
When measuring a continuous process, it is certain that errors will 
occur. In terms of the tide measurements, it is judged that random 
errors introduced by the Rustrak recorder imposed the dominant 
limitations on the system. The Rustrak recorder was shown to have 
a precision of + 14, of the full recording range, corresponding 
to a random error of + 0.8 cm. When considering the water sur­
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Fig. 2. Response and lag of tide gage stilling well as a function of 
the non-dimensionalized parameter, K (after Cross, 1968). Whenever K 
is greater than 2 .0 , the frequency response is better than .99 and the 
lag is smaller than 10°.
Examples: The measured diurnal tide, T=24 hrs and a=35 cm, gives
K=46; a possible seiche, T=2.2 hrs and a=5 cm, gives K=13.T; and a 
typical wind wave, T=5 sec and a=20 cm, gives KO.OO3I1..
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Ik then ^ x 10 ° rad but mathematical filtering of the water 
level traces reduces this error considerably, probably to a value 
well below 10 6 rad.
Systematic errors could conceivably have been introduced into 
the records by electronic shifts of the zero reference levels in 
the gage circuit or recorder. In fact, Garnier (1975* personal 
communication) reported that excessive humidity caused the 
Rustrak reference level to change unpredictably. For this reason, 
a measuring tape was attached to the stilling well of each gage and 
monitored daily. Linear regression between the water level as 
measured by the Rustrak unit and from the tape, in all instances 
yielded correlation coefficients greater than 0.99* Therefore,
- systematic errors were negligible, and the accuracy of the water 
level gages was excellent.
Wind Measurements:
The horizontal wind speed and direction were measured on top of 
the Coast Guard Light structure at station 2, 6.77 m above the mean 
water during both the 1971 and 1972 studies. A Climet CI-26 wind 
recording system, consisting of a cup anemometer assembly with a wind 
speed transmitter and a wind vane with a direction transmitter,was 
used in this study. The transmitters were connected to a portable 
wind translator, and the signals were traced on a Rustrak recorder with 
a time-sharing circuit. The system was operated on 12 V DC batteries.
According to Climet Instruments Co., the anemometer has a time 
constant of 22 sec with a speed threshold of less than 0 .6  m sec 1.
The speed was recorded with the range setting from 0 to 51 m sec 1
with an accuracy of within 2$ or 10 cm sec \  whichever is greatest. 
The direction vane has a distance constant of 1 m and a threshold 
of less than 0 ,5  m sec
In 1971* besides the Climet system, two Thornthwaite Model 106 
wind profile systems were operated at station 2. Each unit con­
sists of six anemometer cup assemblies attached to a 3-m mast.
The masts were placed vertically, and extended 3 m out from the 
platform to the NW and SE, respectively, with the lowest cup- 
assembly 90 0:11 above the mean water level. As the Coast Guard 
structure could conceivably modify the wind field (compare 
Thornthwaite, _et. jal. 1965), the wind was measured with both units 
but depending on its direction, only one profile was selected in 
such a way that neither flow obstruction nor stagnation pressure 
were likely to affect the profile.
The Thornthwaite wind profile system is a highly accurate wind 
measuring system with a time constant less than 1 sec. It operates 
in the range from 0 to 14.5 m sec  ̂with a threshold speed of 9 cm 
sec After a photocell registers each cup-revolution, the 
pulse output is amplified and then trips an electro-mechanical 
counter. The count for each of the six cup assemblies is registered 
automatically on Polaroid film at 15 min intervals, and the number 




B211 Weather Measure Corp. microbarographs were located 1.5 m 
above mean water stations 1 and 2 to determine atmospheric 
pressure gradients. Although it was impossible to install a micro­
barograph at station 3» the record measured by the Louisiana Wild 
Life and Fisheries Commission at Grand Terre (fig. 1) was made 
available. Comparison of the time-averaged pressure at the three 
locations and synoptic weather charts (National Weather Service,
1972) indicated that the pressure gradient was approximately aligned 
with stations 1 and 2 and Grand Terre, such that lack of atmospheric 
pressure data at station 3 is of little significance.
The B211 microbarograph utilizes a 14-cell aneroid sensor, ca­
pable of measuring pressure changes less than 0.22 mb. It is equipped 
with a bimetallic strip in the lever arm, which compensates for ambient 
temperature changes. The pressure record was traced on a spring- 
wound, rotating drum chart, completing one turn in seven days.
After conclusion of the field study, the two microbarographs were 
moved to the laboratory on Grand Terre and placed in operation for 
2k hrs next to the Wild Life and Fisheries Commission barograph. A 
two-way analysis of variance was performed on the half-hourly readings 
from the three units to allow determination of the instrument bias 
(Hsu, I9 6 7). This was removed from respective pressure records before 




Water temperature and conductivity were measured at a number 
of locations throughout Caminada Bay during the study, using a RS5-3 
Beckman Instruments induction salinometer from a boat. An internal 
circuit allowed the direct determination of salinity, and from the 
salinity and temperature, density was calculated, Measurements made 
at surface and bottom failed to reveal significant density differences 
in the vertical. The horizontal density gradient, however, was 
statistically significant. The mean surface elevation equivalent to 
a maximum density difference was less than 2 mm, if resulting motions 
could be ignored, which corresponds to a surface slope of ^ x 10 7 
rad, at least one order of magnitude smaller than tide and wind- 
induced slopes. The water density will therefore be considered con­
stant both in space and time for Caminada Bay for this study.
Van Dorn (1953) and Caldwell and Elliott (1971) indicated that 
falling rain drops can significantly augment the surface wind shear 
stress by as much as 20<$. For this reason, a rain gage was installed 
at station 2. Because of high evaporation rates and limited rainfall 
during the 20-day study, in no instance did the gage contain rain 




All data were recorded as analog signals on strip charts. For 
processing and analysis, the time series were digitized, using a 
CALMA VIP 303 digitizer to reduce the graphical traces to digital 
information on magnetic tape.
The digitizer senses 100 coordinate locations per inch, 
equally spaced along the trace. However, a software interpolation 
option allowed the recording of the signals at equal time incre­
ments. Trial and error indicated that the desirable spectral 
features were included when a sampling rate of 20 pts/hr was used. 
The cutoff or Nyquist frequency was then sufficiently high such 
that aliasing was minimal.
Although the mechanics of digitizing are quivalent to low-pass 
filtering of the records, high frequency hand movements could 
possibly introduce an error variance. It therefore became 
desirable to smooth the data, and an 11-point binomial filter was 
chosen to perform this operation. The frequency response of a 
binomial filter is given by
R(f) = cos11 (nf At) (6)
(Panofsky and Brier, 1958, p. 150)* The frequency response, R(f), 
is the ratio of filter output and input after both have been 
Fourier transformed. The resulting frequency response, when the 
number of filter weights is given by n = 11, and the time 










Fig. 3 Frequency response of an 11-point binomial filter.
FILTER FREQUENCY RESPONSE
24-HR EQUALLY WEIGHTED RUNNING HERN
z
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Fig. 4. Frequency response of a 2*P-hr equally qeighted 
running mean filter.
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movements are assumed to have a wavelength less than one inch, such 
that the variance for frequencies greater than h cph should be 
made negligibly small. On the other hand, the variance for 
frequencies lower than 1 cph should not be altered either in 
magnitude or phase. Clearly, the chosen filter comes close to 
meeting these requirements.
For later analysis, it is desirable to smooth the time 
series to supress diurnal and higher frequency oscillations. A 
2^-hr. equally weighted running mean filter was selected for this 
purpose. The frequency response of this filter
R(f) = sin(TTf Tf)/nf Tf (7 )
(Panofsky and Brier, 1958, p. 1^9) with T̂ . = 2^.0 hrs has been 
plotted in Fig. 4. The advantage of this filter is that it 
precisely removes all oscillations at the principal tidal periods, 
2^(f = 0.0^2 cph) and 12 hrs(f = O.O83 cph) and also at periods of, 
8 , 6 ,...his. Further, oscillations close to these periods are 
almost removed. However, fluctuations below 0.02 cph are barely 
attenuated such that the filter is a good indicator of oscillatory 
phenomena with a period longer than 2 days. On the negative 
side, the filter reverses the polarity of wave motions with 
periods between the diurnal and semi-diurnal frequencies.
< \
Time Series Analysis
Stochastic analysis was performed on the time series to 
detect and describe major data features. When computing statistics 
of a time record, the process is assumed to be at least weakly 
stationary, i.e., the first and second order statistics are time 
independent. However, when estimating parameters and making 
inferences about the process itself, the process is assumed to be 
ergodic, i.e. any time average must equal the corresponding ensemble 
average (Lathi, 1698, p. 175)* This in turn requires strict 
stationarity or that all possible statistics of a process are time 
independent.
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used for all spectral 
computations. The FFT (Cooley and Tukey, 1965; Cooley et.al.,
1967, Cochran et al., 1967; Bingham et. al., I96J ; Bergland, 19̂ 9; 
and Bendat and Piersol, 1971) is an efficient method to calculate 
discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) of real (scalar) or complex 
(2-dimensional vector) time series. It has definite advantages 
over the conventional Blackman-Tukey (1959) procedure (Jones, 1965)* 
especially for long time records where considerable computer time 
can be saved (Edge and Liu, 1970)- However, care should be taken to 
choose the start and end points of a record in order not to 
introduce an error due to discontinuity (Edge and Liu, 1970). The 
reason for this is that the record may be considered to repeat 
itself ad infinitum outside the sampled region (Wiseman, 1973> 
personal communication).
Consider a time signal, x(t), a realization of a stochastic 
process. If the Dirichlet conditions are satisfied, there exists 
a unique Fourier transform (Cooper and McGillem, 19£>7j P* 92).
00
x(f) = J* x(t) e x p { +  2iTift}dt (8)
-0 0
where f denotes linear frequency, and the plus sign is an
arbitrary choice. The analogous DFT for a time record, x(k),
sampled at eiqual increments At, can be written
N-l
X(j) = S x(k) exp{2TTijk/N} (9)
k=0
for j = 0 ,1 ,...,N-l and k = 0 ,1 ,...,N-l, where the harmonic number 
j counts the transformed estimates, k counts the time samples, and 
N is an even number, equal to the number of data points. Time 
is given by -z:,
t = kAt (10)
and frequency by
f = j/NAt (11)
The cut-off or Nyquist frequency
f. = l/2At (12)
represents the highest frequency for which spectral information 
can be obtained for data sampled at At increments.
Besides the mean, the lowest frequency for which spectral 
information can be obtained is for j = 1, such that f = 1/NAt.
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However, the spectrum may show spurious peaks for the lowest 
frequencies if x(k) contains a trend, not necessarily linear. Care 
should therefore be exercised when interpreting spectral estimates 
near zero frequency.
Consider x(k) to be a real time series. If ax(j) and bx(j) 
are the Fourier coefficients, eq. 9 can be rewritten
X(j) = —  [ax(j)-ibx(j) ] (13)
(Lathi, 1968, p. 16). The ax(j) coefficients are symmetric about the 
cut-off frequency, fc (and zero frequency), whereas the bx(j)'s 
are antisymmetric about fc. The Fourier coefficients between N/2 
and N-l can then be considered as negative frequency harmonics 
(Bergland, 1969).
Further, consider the complex conjugate of X(j)
X*(j) = i[ax(j)+ibx(j) ] (14)
In both eqs. 13 and 14, let j = 0, ±1,..., iN/2.
The one-sided periodogram, Px(j)t is twice the two-sided periodo- 
gram or
Px(j) = 2X(j) X*(j) (15)
for j = 1, 2, 3, ..., N/2. Letting the index j = 0 gives the 
arithmetic mean of the signal x(k)
x00~ = ax(0)/2 (16)
which, when taken to estimate the mean of the process, has associated 
1 degree of freedom. Each estimate, Px(j) for j = 0, is statistically 
independent with associated 2 degrees of freedom. If more degrees of
freedom are desired for each estimate, it is convenient to average 
over q discrete frequency estimates. Each new periodogram estimate 
will then have associated 2q degrees of freedom. Clearly, eq. 15 
can be written
px<3) = | [a2(j)+b2(j)] (17)
for j = 1, 2, ..., N/2.
The periodogram is related to the sample power spectral density 
function (or sample variance spectrum), Sx(j), via
sx(j) = Px(j)/NAt (18)
It should be noted that the Sx(j)'s contain leakage, an error due to 
the finite record length. In the time domain the record has been 
convolved with a box-car function. In the frequency domain this 
implies a product of the spectral estimate with a sine function, 
sin(x)/x, which exhibits side-lobes which can cause spurious peaks 
in Sx(j) (compare to fig. 4).
Considering two sampled real series, x(k) and y(k), the sample 
cross spectral density function (or sample covariance spectrum) 
is expressed
Sxy(j) = 2X(j)Y*(j)/NAt (19)
for j = 1, 2, ..., N/2. Note that the order of the index 'xy' is 
important. In view of eqs. 13 and 14, the sample cross spectrum 
can also be written
sxy(3) = [axay+bxby_i(aybx-axby)] /2NAt (20)
where the harmonic coefficient index, j, again has been dropped for 
simplicity. The cross-spectrum is usually written
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S X y ( j )  =  c x y ( j )  -  i Q x y ( j )  (21)
where the co-spectrum
CXy(j) = (axay + b ^ z ^ N A t  (22)
is a real-valued and even function while the quadrature spectrum
Qxy(3> = (ayhx “ axby)/2NAt (23)
is a real-valued, odd function. The magnitude of Sxy(j) is
l s X y ( j } l =  I C J  ( j )  +  Q x y ( j ) l  1/2 (24)
= (â â  + b^by + â bj* + a2b^)/2NAt (25)
and the phase of Sxy(j) is
<|>xy(j) = arctan [Qxy<j>
Cxy(j)
(26)
ayhx - axby= arctan  ] (27)
axby + bxby
which indicates the angle by which x(k) lags or leads y(k), depending 
on sign.
The sample coherence-squared
V2 ,.v _ 1 Sxy,(?.).l 2 . (28)
~  S x (j) S y ( j )
is a normalized correlation in the frequency domain between the 
spectral behavior of x(k) and y(k). Alternately, it may be interpreted 
as a measure of the system linearity, given an input x(k) and a system 
output y(k) (Bendat and Piersol, 1966 , p. 104). Note that when using 
the FFT procedure, each spectral estimate is independent. This implies 
thaty2y(j)E 1 when each estimate has associated only 2 degrees of 
freedom, even for totally incoherent data records (Bendat and Piersol, 
1971, p. 195) . It is therefore necessary to average adjacent spectral
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estimates to create estimates with more degrees of freedom before 
computing a less biased coherence.
Consider a two-dimensional vector time series x(k), which can be 
treated as a complex quantity
x(k) = x-ĵ k) + i x2(k) (29)
where x̂ (k) and X2(k) are the scalar components of x(k) along 
horizontal, orthogonal axes. Mooers (1970) and Gonella (1972) have 
developed the following procedures to analyze single and pairs of 
vector time series.
Rather than using the one-sided periodogram let us treat the 
two-sided transform. Recall that f = j/NAt, where j =» 0, ±1, ±2,
..., ±N/2 such that f can be either positive or negative. The 
Fourier transforms of eq. 29 become
X(+|j I) = 1 [<allc + b^) + i (a2x - blx), (30)
and
X(-| j|) = \  [<alx “ b2x) + i (a2x + ̂ x ^  <31)
for j =0, 1, 2, ..., N/2.
Mooers (1970) studied the hodograph traced by the time 
vector x(k), and showed how it could be conceived of as two counter- 
rotating vectors. He showed that the positive frequencies 
(j = 1, 2, ..., N/2) correspond to anticlockwise rotation, whereas the 
negative frequencies (j = -1, -2, ..., -N/2) give clockwise rotation. 
The concept of the hodograph is analogous to counter-rotating phasors 
in linear circuit analysis (Close, 1966, pp. 228-234).
In the treatment of one vector time series, four invariant 
statistics are of primary interest.
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The power spectrum for anticlockwise rotating fluctuations is
S+(j) = X (+ |j |) X* (+|j |)/NAt
= [(alx + b2x)2 + <a2x - b^)2] /4NAt
(32)
(33)
Similarly the clockwise spectrum is given by
S_(j) =■ X (- |j |) X* (- |j |)/NAt
= t(alx - b2x)2 + (a2x + blx)2] /4NAt
(34)
(35)
and the total spectrum by
ST(j) = S+(j) + S_(j) (36)
+ bi )/2NAt (37)
The rotary coefficient
CR(j) = S_(j) - S+(j) /ST(j) (38)
is a measure of the amount of power in the total spectrum due to 
rotary fluctuations. CR(j) = ±1 indicates pure rotation and CR(j) - 0 
unidirectional motion. If the quantity is negative, anticlockwise 
rotation predominates, and when positive clockwise motion is most 
powerful.
Mooers (1970) has also developed procedures for analyzing pairs 
of two-dimensional vector time series. These will not be used or 
discussed in this work.
Establishment of a. Reference Surface
To investigate spatial water level differences, it is imperative 
to establish a common reference datum. Judging from von Arx' (1965) 
discussion of absolute dynamic topography and Pritchard's (1965) 
calculations of barotropic slopes in a coastal plain estuary, it
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seems desirable to determine surface slopes greater than 10“® 
radians in inshore waters. This implies the need to detect water 
level differences as small as 0.7 cm between the tide gages.
The earth curvature introduces an elevation difference as 
great as 4.6 x 10̂  cm between the gages with respect to a local 
tangent. This can be accounted for, considering that the Caminada Bay 
area is apparently geologically uniform, such that the "ideal sea 
surface"' may be assumed to be a constant geopotential (equipotential) 
surface (Neumann and Pierson, 1966, p. 131). The calculated set-up 
will always be estimated with respect to this so called level surface.
Various researchers have determined absolute water surface 
slopes (with respect to an equipotential surface) by different methods.
An attempt was made to establish a datum by optical levelling with a 
Wild Heerbrugg T3 Precision Theodolite. The survey was undertaken 
at night to enable single-aim sightings of intense light targets 
from one tide gage platform to another, a maximum distance of eight km.
In spite of careful efforts to level the instrument and repeated 
sightings with the baseplate in both a regular and a 180° reversed 
position, the standard deviation of the sightings of each target 
was on the order of 10“ ,̂ clearly not acceptable.
Norland (von Arx, 1965) used a U-tube device to establish a 
reference datum between islands in the Danish archipelago. Scheel 
(1956), Eaton (1959), and Eto (1966) tried the same technique.
However, in general, temperature differences along the tube result 
in unreliable slope estimates. Besides, this method would be 
impractical in the shallow Caminada Bay where shrimpers trawl 
extensively.
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The technique adopted in this study was an averaging procedure, 
similar to the one used by Darbyshire and Darbyshire (1955). The 
three simultaneous water elevation records were averaged separately, 
and the resulting means were assumed to lie on an equipotential 
surface.
However, Cameron and Pritchard (1963), Longuet-Higgins and 
Stewart (1964), and Unoki and Isozaki (1965, 1966) have shown that 
spatial changes of simple harmonic current amplitudes may cause a 
time-averaged surface slope of measurable magnitude. Because of 
the distribution of momentum flux in a standing wave, the mean 
surface is usually elevated at the head of an embayment (antinode) 
as compared to the entrance (node). Therefore, instead of computing 
the means of the entire record length, the averaging was only carried 
out for a 63 hour period during the equatorial tide, 1000 July 14 - 
0113 July 17, 1972. The tidal amplitudes, and hence the corresponding 
currents, then reached their minimum values, such that spatial 
amplitude gradients could reasonably be assumed to be negligible.
A non-zero atmospheric pressure gradient and a resultant wind 
stress existed during the chosen averaging period. Corrections due to 
these factors had to be applied to the calculated means but changed 
them by only 1 cm.
The mean pressure gradient effect is assumed to be hydrostatic, 
such that <AZp> = <APa> (Neumann and Pierson, 1966, p. 137) where AZp 
represents the spatial change in water elevation (in cm), corresponding 
to a difference in atmospheric pressure, APa, (in mb) between the same 
locations. The symbol <> represents a time average.
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If the wind speed and direction are steady and the Coriolis and 
field accelerations are assumed negligible, it can be shown that
< A V  = < i > (39)
pgH
(Ekman, 1905; Neumann and Pierson, 1966, p. 211), where AZ is the windw
induced difference in water level between two stations, a distance L 
apart. £ = (1 - Tb0ttoirr/Tsurface) but if the bottom stress is neglected 
5=1. P is density, g gravity, and H is taken to be a representative 
water depth. Before applying the above formula, the wind stress was 
averaged vectorially.
Set-up Calculations
The set-up or difference in water surface elevation between 
any two points is a time-dependent parameter of primary importance in 
this investigation. Van Dorn (1953) considered the set-up to be the 
elevation difference between the ends of a narrow pond, where lateral 
variations were assumed negligible. Caminada Bay cannot be assumed 
narrow, and it then becomes convenient to consider a two-dimensional 
slope vector rather than the scalar set-up.
Consider the Caminada water surface to be a plane and choose 
a circle located in this plane with its origin at station 2. The 
magnitude of the slope vector is taken to be the maximum slope of 
the water surface, i.e. a maximized, non-dimensional set-up. The 
direction of the slope vector is taken to be the horizontal angle, 
counted clockwise from true north to the lowest elevation on the 
circle periphery. By analyzing the slope vector magnitude and 
direction time records, the three-dimensional behavior of the water
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surface can be induced. Of course, the approximation of the water 
surface by a plane is necessitated by the use of only three tide 
gages.
The equation of a plane in a rectangular Cartesian coordinate 
system can be written
z = Ax + By + D (40)
or alternately
(* - x2) (y - y2) (z - z2)
(xi - x2) (y-L - y2) (z;l - z2) = 0  (41)
(x3 - x2) (y3 - y2) (z3 - z2)
where (x̂ ;ŷ ;ẑ ) , (x2;y2;z2) f and (x3;y3;z3) are the coordinates of 
stations 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Clearly, ẑ , z2, and z3 are 
functions of time whereas x-̂  x2, x3, ylf y2, y3 are constants.
The coordinate system is chosen with its origin at station 2,
such that (x2;y2;z2) a (0»0'z2̂  • z taken to be positive upward, 
x positive to the east, and y positive to the north, then x^ = -7176 m, 
x3 = -600 m, y^ = -338 m, and y3 = -4560 m.
Consider further the circle in the plane of the water surface with 
its origin at (0;0;z2). The water elevation along the periphery is 
denoted zr(t,6), where 0 is the direction in the horizontal for any 
particular zr, and r denotes the circle radius.
In view of eq. 40, it is possible to write
zr - z2 = Ar sin 0 + Br cos 0 (42)
Combining eqs. 40 and 41, it follows that
A (t) = (z2 - zl) (V2 ~ yi} ~ (z2 - z3> <y2 - yi> (43)
(x2 - xi) (y2 - y3) - (x2 - x3) (y2 - yx)
and
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(z2 - zx) (x2 - x3) - (Z2 - z3) (x2 - xx)
(*2 “ x3) (V2 ~ yi> " <*2 " xl> ^2  - Y3>
(44)
Define a slope
zr - Z2 (45)
r
Maximization of 3* with respect to 6 yields a maximum slope, 3(t), for
Inspection of zr after substitution into eq. 42 of 0 and 0 + II 
respectively, allows the determination of a 0(t) corresponding to 
the lowest periphery elevation rather than the maximum one.
The time series of 3(t) and 0(t) constitute the slope vector 
and will be analyzed in some detail.
Wind Stress Calculations
Several methods to compute the vertical momentum flux or 
tangential wind shear stress at the air-sea interface have been 
evaluated by Kraus (1968). These include a) direct measurements of 
the Reynolds stress; b) energy dissipation method; c) ageostrophic 
matching; d) the wind profile method, which was most suitable for 
this project and therefore selected. Another technique is e) estimation 
of stress from water surface slopes (Darbyshire and Darbyshire, 1955).
Under adiabatic conditions, the logarithmic wind profile has been 
observed extensively in the turbulent layer just above the water 
surface (see e.g. Roll, 1965; Ruggles, 1970; Hsu, 1973). The logarith­




where u(z) is the time-averaged, horizontal wind velocity at some 
height z within the constant stress layer; u* is the height-independent 
friction velocity; k « 0.4 is the von Karman constant; and zQ is the 
dynamic roughness length obtained by setting u(z) = 0. The friction 
velocity is related to the shear stress, x, via
T = Pa u2 (48)
where pa is air density (- 1.2 x 10“ 2 g cm-2). Using eqs. 47 and 
48, the stress can be evaluated as a function of time from a single 
cup-anemometer assembly. Knowledge of the wind stress is desirable 
as x will prominently figure into the dynamic equations, and there 
exists a need for reliable stress estimates on estuarine water 
' surfaces (Hansen and Rattray, 1965).
Equation 47 may be rearranged
(49)
and linear regression analysis of In z on u(z) can be performed, 
using the available 15-minute time-averaged velocities measured at six 
levels. Following Snedecor and Cochran (1967), the regression co­
efficient or slope of the regression line is
lnz = ( < ) u(z) + lnZ u*
b =
6 6 6
2 u(z)^ lnZ^ - i 2 lnẐ  2 u(z) .




from which the friction velocity can be determined, 
u* = K/b










The correlation coefficient is given by
r = b
6 6 





2 _ 1 6 [ 2 i=l lnZil
(53)
Ruggles (1970) somewhat arbitrarily considered the logarithmic 
law to be valid for r > .94, implying that when this condition is met, 
the atmosphere is neutrally stable. Hsu (1969, 1973) chose to use 
r > .98 for the same purpose. In this study, 386 consecutive wind 
profiles were used, each chosen in such a way that the platform was 
believed not to modify the wind field. The correlation coefficient 
(fig. 6) varied from 1.00 to 0.69 with most values greater than 0.96, 
indicating that although non-neutral conditions did exist, neutral 
atmospheric stability was most common.
The drag coefficient
c z  = Ju*/u(z)J 2 (54)
is usually related to the stress via
T = J>aczu (z) (55)
Although controversy exists (compare DeLeonibus, 1971), Denham 
and Miyake (1973) recently concluded that there was no dependence 
of the drag coefficient on stability as evidenced by open ocean 
observations. This indicates that if p is constant, the wind speed 
alone controls the stress. Therefore all 386 profiles were used in 
spite of some low correlation coefficients.
For each profile, the wind speed, u(z), of eq. 47 was extrapolated 
to 6.77 m above the mean water surface, which was the height of the 
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Fig. 6 Frequency of occurrence of the 386 wind profile correlation 
coefficients.
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averaged wind velocity is shown in fig. 5. These values agree well 
with the simultaneously recorded wind velocity at this height.
To find the best fit between the friction velocty and the 15- 
min mean wind speed at 6.77 m, U, curvilinear regression was performed. 
Assume a relationship
u* = aUm (56)
Logarithmic transformation yields
log u* = log a + m log U (57)
where m is the regression coefficient and log a is the intercept. 
Regression of log u* on log U, using formulae similar to eqs. 50 
and 52, leads to the least squares fit
u* = 49.6 x 10“4 u1*279 (58)
where u* and U are measured in cms- -̂. The associated correlation 
coefficient is r = 0.96. Equation 58 and the data points have been 
plotted in fig. 7.
It should be noted that eq. 58 yields friction velocities and 
drag coefficients somewhat lower than is usually reported. Although 
eq. 58 compares poorly with both Ruggles' (1970) and Hsu's (1973) 
shallow water observations, it agrees excellently with the oceano­
graphic data summarized by Wu (1969) from which Hsu (1973) calculated
u* = 70.7 x 10“4 u1"25 (59)10m
The wind stress study was undertaken at instrument station 2 
in Caminada Bay in August 1971. Although, eq. 58 may not necessarily 
hold for all types of weather, it is reasonable to assume that it can 
be applied to the 1972 data if the synoptic conditions were similar 
during the two study periods. A comparison of daily weather maps 
indicated that Atlantic coast high pressure systems dominated the
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Friction Velocity vs. Wind Speed
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Fig. 7 Curvilinear least squares fit between friction velocity, U*, 
and wind speed, U, based on 386 wind profiles:
u* = 49.6 x 10"4 u1*279
with U* and U in cm sec
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Caminada weather in August, 1971, and July, 1972, producing winds 
with southerly and easterly components and comparable magnitudes. 
Further analysis of the wind speed data for the two periods showed 
that the energy spectra exhibited similar features. However, it 
should be noted that several factors could modify the calculated 
relationship, eq. 58: a) changing wave conditions; b) rotating wind
direction, causing altered fetch; c) non-homogeneous wind field due 
to possible internal boundary layers; d) dependence on the atmospheric 
stability; and e) wind disturbance due to the instrument platform.
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ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS
The Mean Sea Level
The measured water level records at stations 1-3 are presented 
in figs. 8, 9, and 10, together with the smoothed time series, 
using a 24-hour equally weighted running mean filter already 
discussed. Although, there exist data gaps, the complete record at 
station 1 is a good indicator of the mean sea level in Caminada Bay 
during the study period.
The filtered series indicate a greatly elevated mean water 
level from 250 to 380 hrs. The maximum rise of the smoothed surface 
occurred between 338 and 350 hrs, when the mean water was approximately 
24 cm above the filtered value for other times. On the other hand, 
the predicted tide at Bayou Rigaud (fig. 11) did not exhibit the same 
increase in the mean surface during this period, implying that meteor­
ological rather than tidal effects were the cause of this phenomenon.
Inspection of the atmospheric pressure records (fig. 12) 
indicates that only minor barometric fluctuations took place during 
the study period, fluctuations much too small to cause the observed 
water level rise.
However, the wind stress (fig. 13) and in particular the along­
shore component of the wind stress (fig. 14) showed a marked 
increase at the time when the mean water level was high. The stress 
was from the east, resulting in a large along-shore (55 - 235° T) stress 
component from a north-easterly direction. The same trend was also 
noticed between 12 - 100 hrs.
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According to Ekman (1905), the net transport in the wind 
influenced surface friction layer is in deep water 90° to the 
right of the down-wind direction in the northern hemisphere. This 
result is modified in the presence of a coast-line and in shallow 
water with depths less than the friction layer. Assume that the 
wind blows parallel to the coast with the coast on the right with 
respect to the down-wind direction. Then, perpendicular to the coast, 
a two-layered circulation may develop with shore-directed flow in 
the surface layer and an equal return transport in the bottom layer.
An Ekman regime return flow was recently observed by Cannon (1972) 
in Juan de Fuca submarine canyon on the Washington continental shelf. 
Further, a wind regime of this kind will pile up water against the 
coast, causing sea surface gradients away from the land mass. The 
net currents flow parallel to the coast iif the same direction as the
wind (Jeffreys, 1923). In Caminada Bay the rise in water level
is then expected under an intense north-easterly wind stress.
Consider an average rise of water levels at stations 1, 2, and 3 
to be 24 cm (figs. 8, 9, and 10), which took place in 100 hrs 
(250 - 350 hrs). Take the surface area of the Bay to be 8.4 x 10̂  m̂ .
This implies that 56 m3 of water was on the average added each second,
most likely through Caminada Pass, as water flowing through 
Barataria Pass must primarily fill Barataria Bay. Caminada Pass has 
a 3 x 103 m^ cross-section, implying a cross-sectionally averaged net in­
flow of 1.9 cm sec”-*'during the rise of the water surface. Similarly, 
the level fell 16 cm in the next 30 hrs in response to the decreasing wind 
stress. This corresponds to a 4.3 cm sec”-*- spatially averaged net
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Fig. 8 Measured water level at station 1. The smooth line is the 
average water level, computed by a 24-hr equally weighted 
running mean. Same datum as in figs. 9, 10, and 11.
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Fig. 9 Measured water level at station 2. The smooth line is the 
average water level, computed by a 24-hr equally weighted 
running mean. Same datum as in figs. 8, 10, and 11.
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Fig. 10 Measured water level at station 3. The smooth line is the 
average water level, computed by a 24-hr equally weighted 
running mean. Same datum as in figs. 8, 9, and 11.
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Fig. 11 Predicted water level at Bayou Rigaud referred to the common 
reference surface. The average level was computed, using a 
24-hr equally weighted running mean. Same datum as in figs. 8, 
9, and 10.
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Fig. 12 Recorded and 24-hr equally weighted running mean filtered atmospheric pressure records 
at Caminada Stations 1 and 2 plus the difference record.
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Fig. 13 Wind speed, direction, and stress during the study period. 
The smooth lines are vectorially averaged 24-hr equally 
weighted running mean.
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Fig. 14 Along-shore component of the wind stress.
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outflow through Caminada Pass. Both velocities are of reasonable 
magnitude and compare well with the time-averaged current measurement 
made in Caminada Pass during a 1971 study (Walters and Hernandez-Avila, 
1971).
Comparison of water level (figs. 8, 9# and 10) and wind stress 
(fig. 14) records indicates that a considerable time lag existed 
between the maximum north-easterly stress and the highest mean water 
elevation inside the bay. The mean water surface peaked at 350, 343, 
and 338 hrs at stations 1, 2, and 3 respectively, whereas the stress 
was greatest at 324 hrs, indicating lags of 26, 19, and 14 hrs.
The smallest lag, 14 hrs, occurred at station 3, located close to 
Caminada Pass, but at the innermost station the elevation lagged 
the wind by as much as 26 hrs. The observed lag of approximately 
one day compares favoarbly with atmosphere-ocean lags predicted by 
Ekman (1905) and observed by Cannon (1972) and Miller (1958).
The Governing Equations
Consider a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system with z positive 
upward from the mean surface. Assume that the vertical accelerations 
are small compared to gravity and the hydrostatic pressure; that the 
horizontal turbulent shear terms are negligible and that the density 
of each water parcel remains constant in time. The equations for 
horizontal momentum and mass conservation are integrated vertically 
between surface and bottom to take the form
where U(x,y,t) and V(x,y,t) are volume transports per unit
width along x and y respectively, 
s
U = / udz (63)
b
s
V = / vdz (64)
b
where u(x,y,z,t) and v(x,y,z,t) are the horizontal velocity 
components; f is the Coriolis parameter; g is gravity; P is water 
density; H(x,y,t) is the water depth; S(x,y,t) is the water 
surface fluctuation; Pa is the atmospheric pressure; b(x,y) is 
the bottom; t x s  and xys are the surface wind stresses along the x
and y axes; and xxb and Tyb are the component bottom frictions.
A derivation of eqs. 60-62 has recently been given by Wilson (1972).
Even with the simplest of boundary and initial conditions, the 
analytical solution of eqs. 60-62 is a formidable task. The major 
difficulties are associated with 1) two spatial dimensions, 2) the 
Coriolis terms, 3) the non-linear field acceleration terms, 4) time 
and space-dependent water depth, and 5) the bottom friction terms.
One approach in the study of long waves in estuaries and channels 
is to consider the length scale much greater than the width scale, 
such that the lateral transport, V, may be assumed to vanish.
Taylor (1921) then showed the motion to consist of an incoming Kelvin
wave with one or more Poincare modes superimposed. This solution 
follows when pressure gradient, wind stress, bottom friction, and 
field acceleration terms are neglected and f is held constant over 
a narrow band of latitude and H is assumed constant in space and 
time. Owing to the Coriolis terms, the co-tidal lines can be 
shown to rotate anti-clockwise around amphidromic points in the 
case of perfect reflection in the northern hemisphere. Brown (1973) 
pointed out that the first Poincare mode can sometimes become the 
principal energy reflecting mechanism, considerably modifying Taylor's 
symmetric, amphidromic systems. Also, with a dissipative boundary 
condition at the head of the basin, the amphidromic system will 
appear greatly changed as compared to Taylor's (1921) example, as 
was pointed out by Hendershott and Speranza (1971).
Although, according to Shulman and Bryson (1961) the earth's 
rotation may be dynamically important in water bodies measuring a few 
km, to a first approximation it is believed that the existance of two 
major entrances to Caminada Bay may be an even more important effect 
on the water motions. The likelihood of phase-shifted tidal input 
through Caminada and Barataria passes, 12 km apart, strongly implies 
that lateral velocities do not vanish, as was assumed by Taylor (1921) 
away from the head of the basin. Let us therefore neglect the 
Coriolis terms as of secondary importance compared to the existence of 
two tidal waves in the wide estuary.
Initially, neglect the non-linear field acceleration terms, 
which through an order of magnitude argument can be shown to be 
small compared to the retained terms. H will be treated as a constant,
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both in space and time, which may seem a questionable assumption in 
the extremely shallow water with a measured maximum tidal range of
0.7 m. However, the r.m.s. surface fluctuation at all stations during 
the study period was approximately 14 cm, which is an order of 
magnitude smaller than H=:1.2m, and it is therefore justifiable to 
hold H constant to a first approximation.
Francis (1953) and Saville (1952) showed that in both field 
and laboratory, the magnitude of the bottom stress associated with 
wind-driven currents is less than 10% of the surface wind stress. 
Therefore, the bottom stress may be neglected when treating wind- 
driven currents, and it is assumed that tidal currents alone sense 
bottom friction, inasmuch as the wind effect is concentrated in the 
surface layer whereas the tidal current is approximately uniform 
with depth. Further, the bottom friction will be linearized according 
to Manning's equation (Unoki, 1969), such that
txb = _ pU (65)
P
S U S L = - yV (66)
P
where y is a friction coefficient [T--*-] ,
„ _ 8 gn2 Camp (67>
 ----3 7 W 3 " "
where C^p is a typical current amplitude. Let Manning's n = 0.03 
(Unoki, 1969) and H = 1.3 m. An average, cross-sectional area in the 
middle of Caminada Bay is 1 x 10® cm2. Through this cross-section, 
half of the intertidal transport (4 x lÔ -3 cm3) will pass during one-
half diurnal tidal cycle. Thus, C^p- 4.6 cm/s in the open bay,
which yields y= 2.4 x 10“  ̂sec- -̂.
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The resulting system of equations is linear in all terms. It is 
then possible to decompose the equations into three different sets of 
unique driving forces, i.e. astronomical tide, wind stress, and 
atmospheric pressure gradient.
The atmospheric pressure will be treated in the usual static 
manner, by assuming the water is in equilibrium at all times with 
the existing pressure according to
APa » - PgSp (68)
where APa denotes a change in atmospheric pressure and Sp is the 
corresponding change in water level. The pressure fluctuations have 
been found only to possess periods greater than 12 hrs and to occur 
almost simultaneously at stations 1 and 2. It can then be argued 
that the length scale of a typical pressure pulse is many times 
greater than the scale of Caminada Bay. From Wilson's (1972) 
review it follows that such a pressure pulse causes no amplification, 
which justifies the hydrostatic treatment of the air pressure. This 
is further verified by the water level spectrum at station 1 (fig. 15) 
as well as the spectra at stations 2 and 3 (not shown). These spectra 
show no significant energy peaks at periods other than the diurnal one, 
and they contain relatively small amounts of energy at higher 
frequencies. Especially, there are no outstanding peaks of periods 
corresponding to the first free longitudinal and transverse oscillatory 
modes, which are commonly excited by moving pressure systems 
(Wilson, 1972). Using Merian's formula (Proudman, 1953, p. 225), the 
first free longitudinal and transverse modes should have periods of 













Fig. 15 Water level spectrum at station 1. The diurnal period (D) 
is completely dominant whereas the semi-diurnal period (SD) 
is barely noticable. The 90% confidence interval is based 
on each estimate of the process having 10 degrees of freedom.
As the equations are linear, let S = ST + Sw + Sp, where ST, Sw,
and Sp are the changes in water surface elevation due to tidal, wind,
and pressure effects respectively. Similarly, let U = UT + Uw , and 
V = VT + V̂ . The system of equations associated with the tidal 
forcing may then be written
( —̂  +y ) UT + gH £§21 = 0 (69)3t M T * 3x
( ̂ -- +n ) Vm + gH = 0 (7°)v at ' T ay
IS* + 9Uz + ava: = 0 (71)
at ax ay
and the equations describing wind effects are
9U.W + gH „ I2S. (72)at ax p
+ gH *&» - <73>at ay p
= 0 (74)3t 3x 3y
Water Surface Slopes
The surface slope of Caminada Bay changes with time both in 
magnitude and orientation. As the governing equations are linear, 
slopes due to wind stress and tide can be added vectorially to 
obtain the total slope.
The measured amplitude and phase of sea level oscillations are
in close agreement with the predicted tide at Bayou Rigaud (see figs.
8-11), which is based on harmonic analysis of the hourly water 
elevation for 369 days, 1948-49 (National Ocean Survey, 1971).
The reduction of data for a full year tends to minimize weather
effects, which occur more or less random in time. It is therefore 
apparent that tidal effects are much more important than fair 
weather wind effects in causing Caminada surface elevations and 
corresponding volume transports, although tide and wind-induced 
slopes are approximately of equal magnitude.
To the first approximation, consider Caminada Bay to be a 
rectangular basin of constant depth with perfectly reflecting 
boundaries at x = 0 and y = 0 (fig. 16, and compare with fig. 1).
Let the Bay be open to the tide along two sides of the rectangle, 
x = ji and y = w. The water elevation records (figs. 8, 9, and 10) 
indicate clearly that the tidal effect dominates the surface 
oscillations inside the Bay. As the Caminada basin is too small 
to experience an appreciable tide of its own, tidal waves are 
generated elsewhere and propagated into the Bay. On the other hand, 
when considering the wind set-up, Caminada is assumed to be part of 
a closed, rectangular basin with sides along x = y = 0, x = Jl, and 
y = r, where r is the NE Barataria Bay shoreline (compare insert, 
fig. 1) with y = 33 km. The treatment of the wind-effect in a 
closed basin is justified, as time required to move water in or out 
of the Barataria - Caminada basin was shown to be on the order of 
one day. However, the response of the Bay to wind forcing occurs 
more rapidly, as indicated by Tickner (1961), who found that the 
lag between maximum wind and set-up is less than half the seiche 
period, no more.than a couple of hours for Caminada Bay.
Tidal Slopes. To begin with, consider the astronomical tides. 
Assume that two separate trains of progressive tidal waves enter the
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basin, one in the direction of negative x (x-wave, fig. 16) and 
one in the negative y-direction (y-wave, fig. 16). Physically, 
they may be thought of as being the same wave, divided into two waves 
by islands or land masses, and then slightly refracted due to local 
topography in such a way as to make them perpendicular inside 
Caminada Bay. The treatment of the two tidal waves as plane waves 
is a reasonable approximation, as a series of entrances, separated 
by marsh islands, may be assumed to distribute tidal input evenly 
along x = 1 and y = w in terms of the x-wave and y-wave*respectively. 
Due to difference in water depth encountered by the two waves before 
entering the bay or because of an entrance effect (Keulegan, 1967) 
the waves could be phase shifted a = crt0, in which a is the radian 
frequency, a = 2 ir/T, where T is the diurnal tide period, and tQ 
is the time between maximum surface elevation of the y-wave at y=0 
and the x-wave at x=0.
Further, assume that the x- and y-waves interact only in a linear 
fashion, such that ST=S (x,t)+S (y,t), where STX and are the x- 
and y-wave surface elevations respectively. It then follows from 
eqs. 69 and 70,that UT(x,y,t) =UT(x,t) and VT(x,y,t)=Vrji(y,t) , i.e.
UT is independent of y and VT is independent of x. Eqs. 69 - 71 may 
then be decomposed into the x-wave equation:
( i L + y  ) u T  +  g H  | ^ x  =  0 < 7 5 >81 ox
9S>py BUrp _ q (76)
3t 3x
and the y-wave equations:
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( £—  + p) v,p + gH ±L£ry = o 7̂7^at 1 ay
i§Ty + IYt = 0 <78>at ay
The x-wave equations may be combined into
y J sTX - gH |^8tx - oat2 at  J ax2 (79)
Look for a solution to eq. 79 in the form of a damped, progressive
wave, perfectly reflected at x=0. Let
STX = coslkx + at] + F(x) cosfkx - at] (80)
frictional incident frictional reflected
damping wave damping wave
where E(x) = F(x) at x = 0 and E(x) and F(x) have the same functional
form. Substitution of Srpx into eq. 79 and solution of the four
resulting, homogeneous, ordinary differential equations yield,
STX = C1 exP{“ — 2̂— (& —  x)} cos [kx 4-at] +2gHk
+ Ci exp{- ,H£- (jJ + x)}cos [kx - at] (81)2gHk
where and C2 are constants on the order of half the tidal
amplitude. It also follows that
k2 =  + q ■ /o.2 + (82)
2gH
where the radian wave number is given by k=2ir/L, L being the tidal 
wave length. In the absence of friction, the above reduces to the 
usual dispersion relation
fll = gH (83)
k2
i.e. the celerity, C, or propagation of the wave form equals i/gH. 
However, in the case of non-negligible friction
C2 = gH ---- T-: - (84)
1 + // 1 + p.2/ o2
i -4 -1 -4 -lFor instance, with  ̂= 2.40x10 sec and a = 0.70x10 sec ,
C - 0.67/gH or 2.4 m sec \  the friction reduces celerity by 33$
as compared to the frictionless case, and also shortens L from 308
to 206 km.
The y-wave can be treated in a similar fashion. It can be 
shown that
STY = C2 6Xp{ " 2gHk (w_y)} cos£ky + at + q,] +
+ C2 exp{ - (w+y)j\cos[ky - at + a ] (85)
where x is a phase lag between the x- and y-waves. The y-wave length,
period, and celerity are the same as for the x-wave.
It can easily be verified that the waves are reflected 
perfectly at x==0 and y=0 respectively. This occurs if U,j,(0,t)=0 
and V̂ ,(0,t)=0, i.e., antinodes exist along x=0 and y=0. The x-wave 
is then purely a standing wave at x=0 and the y-wave a standing one 
at y=0.
The tidal water surface, Ŝ ,(x,y,t), inside Caminada Bay is 
obtained by simple addition of eqs. 81 and 85. The tidal surface 
elevations at stations 1 (x=6.8; y=0 .0 km), 2 (x=10.6; y=6.0 km), 
and 3 (x=l4.0; y=2.8 km) can be calculated as functions of time, 
and the resulting predicted behavior of the two-dimensional slope
vector can be computed as in the case of the measured slopes, 
provided that the constants Ĉ , and C2» and ot are known.
Wind-Induced Slopes. Next, let us consider wind effects on 
the water surface. The major peak in the wind stress power spectrum 
(fig. 17) is of strictly diurnal period (24.0 hrs). This can be 
expected when a sea-land breeze regime is a major driving force 
(Frye et̂. al., 1972). High pressure systems along the Atlantic 
seaboard dominated the Louisiana coastal weather during the study 
period (National Weather Service, 1972), but they only superimposed 
a gradient flow on a sea-breeze dominated, local, diurnal wind 
pattern. The spectral peak of diurnal period was primarily due to 
fluctuations of the stress magnitude in the clockwise rotating 
motion, which indicates that the horizontal direction of the sea- 
land breeze described a full circle in 24 hrs. This can be ex­
pected as the dimensions of sea-land breeze cells are usually large 
enough for the earth's rotation to influence the motion. Hsu (1970) 
measured such directional changes in the sea-land breeze along 
the Texas coast.
Although the sea-land breeze regime somewhat altered the 
resultant wind direction, it is apparent from figs. 13 and 14, 
that the stress may be assumed to act either in the negative x or 
negative y-direction. E.g. for the periods 12 - 108 hrs and 321 - 
368 hrs the wind blew approximately from the NE and for the periods
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Fig. IT Wind stress power spectrum at station 2 from 12Q0 July 7 to 1000 July 27, 1972. D is the
diurnal peak. Although this peak is not statistically significant in making inferences about 
the process, it still was the most powerful one measured. The lack of power at the semi­
diurnal period is noteworthy as well as the dominant anticlockwise motion for typical thunder­
storm periods, 1-6 , indicated by a negative rotary coefficient.
178-241 hrs and 405-489 hrs approximately from the SE. The water 
surface will later be analyzed for these particular times, and the 
wind stress will then be treated as unidirectional, blowing either 
along the x-or the y-axis with a zero normal stress component.
Assume that the wind stress is spatially homogeneous, neg­
lecting changes in the stress due to internal boundary layer 
developments. Consider a wind blowing along the x-axis and write 
the stress
where T| is the radian frequency of the diurnal wind, 7] == 0.75 x 10
values for each one of the four time periods; and e is the phase
significant free transverse oscillations were shown not to exist
0. The x-transport will be taken to be periodic in time with the 
same period as the wind stress fluctuations. Let
Txs tq + cos(T]t + e) (86)
Tys 0 (87)
-4
sec ; tq and t ,̂ two constants, are the mean and r.m.s. stress
lag between wind stress and water transport. As V,
from consideration of the water level spectra, it follows that VT.W
Uw = Q(x) c o s  Tjt (88)
The wind equations 72-74, can then be combined into
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err.cos (lit) [ — - + -g—  ] Q = ■—  sin(Tjt + e)dx- 8H P8H (39)
As is different from zero, it follows that
e = (l + 2n) for n = 0, + 1, + 2, (90)
Since a wind excitation must occur before the water can move, let 
e = -tt/2, implying that the wind stress leads the water transport 
by 90° or 6 hrs. eq. 89 then reduces to
dx
2 2 C
2 ' gH Q - PgH (91)
which has complete solution
I 1Q . O’ . _ • 0 , i= A cos   x + B sxn---- x + —    p a* TgH > / W (92)
where A and B are constants which must be determined from the














Substitution of Eq. 92 into the x-equation of wind motion, 
etl* 72, yields
9S T T.
-r—-̂ = — —  + — - [2 + b sin v x - cos v x]sin TitSx 0gH pgH u Y y j  1 (95)
where y = a /y^H and b = (cos y 1 - l)/sin y&. Integration of 
Eq. 95 with respect to x results in
XT T-O 1 b 1
Sw ■ ̂  + TiH [2x ‘ Y COS ^  ' Y Si" Y x]si" *
+ G(t) (96)
where G(t) is a function of time only which can be evaluated from
J s ax = o (97)
O
i.e., the wind does not add or remove water from the Bay. It is 
easily seen that
t /
G(t) = - 2 ^ H + C 5 Sin11t (98)
The constant, Ĉ , will not be evaluated, as we are strictly 
interested in net differences between water surface elevations.
The wind-induced surface slopes can be calculated by first computing
the surface elevation as a function of time at each station and
then determine the slope vector from Eqs. 5̂ and 6̂.
Time-Ayeraged Wind Slopes. So far, only the instantaneous 
behavior of the water surface has been considered. Let us now turn 
to the time-averaged surface slopes.
First, treat the wind induced effects. Integration of eq . 96
over the diurnal cycle results in
2.
XT T JI
< v  - s i  - 2r t T  (99)
where (Sw) is the time-averaged water elevation,
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<S ) = ■— f S dt ' w' T J wo
T
(100)
From eq. 99 it is possible to calculate the time-averaged, constant 
slope vector in the usual manner. If the wind blows along the y-axis 
rather than along x, y replaces x and r takes the place of i in 
all of the above instantaneous and time-averaged equations.
Time-Averaged Tide Slopes. Integration of eqs. 81 and 85,
with respect to time over the diurnal period "yields (S„,v) — 0
Jl X
and (Ŝ y) — 0, i.e., the time-averaged tide set-up approximately 
vanishes. Although the time-averaged tide set-up equals to zero 
in the first approximation, a second order approximation gives 
slopes different from zero due to tidal non-linearities. This 
was first hypothesized by Cameron and Pritchard (1963), and 
utilized by Unoki and Isozaki (1965* 1966) to explain the mean 
sea level in Japanese embayments.
Assume that U^,»U^ and that transverse velocities may be 
neglected, i.e., V̂, = = 0. Further, let the wind stress be
balanced by a portion of the pressure gradient term without causing 
flow. By including nonlinear terms, the governing equations, eqs. 






The non-linear term may be thought of as a velocity auto­
correlation with respect to depth. Consider the non-linear term 
in eq. 1 01,
$ u^ dz = H u^ (105)
b
2where uT is the mean-square x-velocity, which can be decomposed
p  2into a depth variance, au» and a squared mean, uT, (Lathi, I960,
P. 125).
"2 — 2, 2H
where û , = U^/H, UT again being the vertical integral of u^. Eq.
lOlf- may be written
  U2
H u 2 = H( -|- + cr2) (105)
H
However, in a tidal current, the horizontal velocity is almost 
uniform in the vertical, such that U^/H2»<j2. Comparing to
current data collected by Kjerfve (1970) in a Georgia estuary, it
2 2was found that Ut/H was two to three orders of magnitude greater 
than the variance of u. This is assumed to be the case in Caminada 
Bay as well. Also, assume that the vertical profile of û , has 
essentially the same shape throughout the Bay, such that the
gradients of the variances can be neglected in comparison to the
2 2gradients of U /H . It is then possible to approximate the non­
linear term,
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:k I "t dz “ - Ul3x H (106)
Integration of the momentum equation, Eq. 101, with respect 
to time over one diurnal tidal cycle results in
T 2
4 I H dt “ - g H  h <V (10T)o
In the linear case by integration of Eq. j6 with respect to x it can 
be verified that the transport, Û , may be expressed
(108)A AUT( x, t) = cos ot + U2 sin at
where U^(x) and U,_,(x) are amplitudes of portions of the transport. 
Assume that the transport is still given by the above expression in 
spite of the non-linear term. Substitution of Û , into Eq. 107
yields
_3_3x /c \ = _ — 1_ il_N T ; 2gH Bx
A 2 A r 
U1 + U 2
H (109)
which can be integrated with respect to x,
A 2 A 2 
<S„> = --t + c.
2gH
(110)
where is a constant. From Eq. 110, it is possible to estimate
the order of magnitude of the time-averaged tidal slope vector if
A A
the tidal transport amplitudes, and U^, were known. However,
no currents were measured during this study but should be included
A Ain future investigations so that and Ug, can be evaluated.
Therefore in this study, the time-averaged tidal set-up cannot be 
estimated directly but is considered to be that portion of the 
time-averaged set-up, which is not explained by the wind stress.
Note that directional information has been lost because of 
neglect of the transverse motions.
Results and Discussion
Although the analytical model developed in the previous section 
is a highly simplified one, it does agree with the observed conditions 
in Caminada Bay. The r.m.s. surface oscillations at stations 2 and 3 
were 15 cm and approximately 10% greater than the r.m.s. value at 
station 1. Because of frictional damping, qualitatively, the tidal 
model yields the same result, depending on the choice of the wave 
amplitudes, Ĉ , and C2, and the phase lag <y. If the only tidal 
imput were through Caminada Pass, the r.m.s. value at station 2 
should be smaller than at station 3 because of friction. However, 
this was not the case, as the r.m.s. water level fluctuations at 
the two stations were approximately equal. This, in turn, indicates 
that the input of two tidal waves the x-wave from Caminada Pass 
and the y-wave from Barataria Pass, is indeed a major factor when 
considering the dynamics of Caminada Bay.
The magnitude, 3 (t), and the direction, 0 (t), of the slope 
vector were computed from the water level observations, using eqs.
45 and 46, and plotted in figs. 18, 19, 24, and 27. Because of 
instrument failure, some data records were lost, requiring the slope
vector to be divided into four partial records.
Tropic Tide. The first record (fig. 18), 15-108 hrs, covers
the tropic portion of the fortnightly tide (see fig. 8). The wind
stress was then approximately from the NE with a mean and r.m.s.
-1 -2stress of t  = -0.34 and t , = 0.19 g cm sec . The fourth oy ly
record (fig. 19), 405-489 hrs, includes the next tropic tide, but
the wind now blew from the SE or the negative x-direction with a
-1 -2
mean and r.m.s. stress o f  T = -0.11 and T ,  = 0.08 g cm secox lx
Both of these time series exhibit similar features with respect 
to the instantaneous magnitudes and directions, although the time-
averaged slope was almost an order of magnitude greater during the
“5 -6first tropic tide, 2x10 as compared to 4x10 rad. The set-up
magnitude oscillated with a pronounced 12-hr period during the
second tropic tide (fig. 18), 405-489 hrs, whereas the set-up
magnitude fluctuated irregularly during the first tropic tide
(fig. 18), 12-84 hrs. However, the 12-hr period was apparent at
the end of the first record (fig. 18), 84-108 hrs. As the tidal
range was the same, the difference between the records was probably
due to the much greater wind stress in the beginning of the study
(fig. 13).
The slope directions (figs. 18 and 19) behaved similarly in 
time, although the vectorially time-averaged directions were 180° 
different. The mean orientation was in both records almost constant, 
and the instantaneous slope oscillated diurnally, approximately 
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Fig. 18 Measured slope vector magnitude and direction 1500 July 7 - 1205 July 11, 1972. The 
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Fig. 19 Measured slope vector magnitude and direction 0900 July 20 - 
0800 July 22, 1972. The smooth lines are the vectorially 
averaged, 24-hr equally weighted running mean of the record.
For the first tropic tide, the time-averaged direction was 
180° with a wind stress from 55°. For the second tropic tide, the 
mean direction of the slope vector was 360° with a weak wind stress 
from 155°. The fact that the time-averaged surface downs lope and 
wind stress direction are different indicates that effects other 
than the wind operated to cause or deflect the mean surface slopes. 
This is discussed further below.
From eq. 95, it is seen that the wind can be expected to tilt 
the surface against the mean stress with a superimposed 24-hr 
fluctuation in magnitude due to the r.m.s. stress. It was calcu­
lated from eq. 96, that the measured r.m.s. stress dip! not affect 
the orientation of the slope, as this stress was never sufficiently 
intense to reverse the slope direction. However, a tidal wave tilts 
the water surface in opposite directions, depending on the stage 
of the tide. In the magnitude time series, the diurnal tide will 
therefore appear as a rectified wave, with an apparent semidurnal 
period, whereas the wind-induced slope will oscillate with a 24-hr 
period. And indeed, the spectrum of the set-up magnitude (not 
presented) shows a dominant tidal peak for the semidiurnal fre­
quency and a weaker wind peak at 24 hrs.
However, when computing the spectra (figs. 20 and 21) for the 
slope vector, the distinction between diurnal tide and wind peaks 
is combined into one peak around 0.041 cph, corresponding to a 
period of approximately 24 hrs. The unexpected, semidiurnal peak
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during the period 12 - 108 hrs (SD in fig. 20) is therefore neither 
due to the diurnal tide nor the sea-land breeze wind regime. As 
the wind stress does not exhibit a spectral peak (fig. 17) around 
12 hrs, the slope vector peak for 0.083 cph is probably due to a 
combination of the semidiurnal tide components and the atmospheric 
pressure fluctuations. It should be noted that the slope vector 
spectra are based directly on the corresponding periodograms, and 
represent the conditions which actually occurred for the duration 
of the analyzed time series. However, as each spectral estimate of
the process has associated only two degrees of freedom, with wide
confidence intervals, no generalizations are made for times other 
than those analyzed.
Theoretical calculations of the total slope vector from eqs. 
81, 85, and 96, treated in the same manner as the data, are pre­
sented in figs. 22 and 23, for the two tropic tides. These 
figures should be compared to figs. 18 and 19, respectively. The 
tidal amplitudes, and C2 were in particular found to govern 
the time behavior of the slope direction. Considering the water 
level records (figs. 8, 9, and 10), realistic combinations of 
values for these constants were used in extensive trial and error 
computations to find slope vectors, exhibiting the particular
features of the data. The phase lag, a, should from physical
considerations only vary slightly from 0.128 rad, which corresponds 
to the case when the x-wave at x=l and the y-wave at y=w are in 
phase. The only effect of different a-values were found to be a
71
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Fig. 22 Simulated magnitude and direction of the slope vector, 
calculated from eqs. 81, 85, and 96, for tidal and wind 
conditions believed to exist 15-108 hrs. C^=30 cm,
C2=10 cm, a= +0.128, such that the x-wave at x=l and the 
y-wave at y=w are in phase. The wind blows from the negative 
y-direction with T0y= -0.34 and Tiy= 0.19. LW = low water, 
and HW = high water. Compare to fig. 18.
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Fig. 23 Simulated magnitude and direction of the slope vector, 
calculated from eqs. 81, 85, and 96, using conditions 
assumed to correspond to 405 - 489 hrs. C^=25 cm,
C2=15 cm, a= +0.128, and the wind stress acts along the 
x-axis with t o x = - 0 . 1 1  and T^x = 0.08 g cm“ l  s e c “ 2 .  
Compare to fig. 19.
shift of magnitude and direction features along the lime-axis, 
relative lo a = 0.128. IL was also found that the phase between 
tide and wind-induced slope oscillati -d a negligible effect
on the resulting slope vector.
The similarities between measured slope vectors (figs. 18 
and 19) and slope vectors simulated by theory (figs. 22 and 231 
are striking. The predominant 12-hr period in the magnitude records 
is reproduced in both cases, and the agreement in oscillatory be­
havior between measured and simulated slope directions is excellent. 
The gradually varying direction during the first tropic tide 
(fig. 18) is simulated closely (fig. 22). Also, during the second 
tropic tide (fig. 19), the direction changed abruptly in a step­
like fashion, e.g. at 446 and 459 hrs, which was also reproduced 
accurately. Further, the directions oscillate diurnally both 
in the measured and simulated records.
However, in two ways do measured and simulated conditions 
show disagreement. First, the measured set-up magnitude is con­
sistently greater than the simulated conditions, by approximately 
a factor of 2, although the slope vector was calculated for a large 
number of realistic combinations of Cj> C2> and ot . The difference 
is attributed to spatial gradients of the volume transport, such 
that non-linear effects (compare eqs. 109 and 110) make up the 
difference between measured and simulated surface gradients. This 
indicates that non-linear flow effects are as important as
moderate wind effects in producing surface slopes. During the first 
tropic tide when the wind stress was large, the measured slope 
magnitude is greater than the simulated slope by a factor of 3, 
whereas this factor for the second tropic tide with weak,wind stress 
is only 1.5. This points to slopes maintained by non-linear terms 
not only due to tidal currents but, possibly, also due to wind drift, 
which in turn indicates that the wind stress is non-homogeneous 
due to internal atmospheric boundary layers (Elliott, 1958; Blom 
and Wartena, 1969; and Hsu, 1970) which develop as the surface 
roughness changes.
The second disagreement is the mean slope direction. The 
vector time average of the simulated slope tilts in the direction 
from which the wind stress acts, but this was shown not to agree 
with measured conditions. Partially, this may be due to non-linear 
effects, but most likely, the earth's rotation also modifies the 
simulated conditions to produce the measured, time-averaged slope 
direction.
Equatorial Tide. Let us next consider the slope vector during
the equatorial tide, 178-241 hrs (fig. 24). The wind stress was
-1 -2then from the SE with t  = -0.18 and T, = 0.09 g cm secox lx
Recall that this portion of the tide records was used to establish 
the geopotential reference surface. Therefore, by assumption, the 
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Pig. 24 Measured slope vector magnitude and direction during an 
equatorial tide, 1000 July 14 - 0113 July 17, 1972.
The smooth lines are the vectorially averaged, 24-hr 
equally weighted running mean of the record.
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presum e! }»rad ienC el I'e.cls, for which the reference surface was 
corrected. However, otherwise, the set-up magnitude is of the same 
order of magnitude as during the tropic tide and exhibits the same 
characteristic semidiurnal tide oscillations. Again, when con­
sidering the spectrum of the slope vector (fig. 25) the wind and 
tide effects combine to form the diurnal peak. No explanation is 
offered for the semidiurnal peak in the clockwise spectrum.
During the equatorial tide, the set-up direction rotated 
counter-clockwise, describing approximately one revolution per day 
(fig. 24). According to Taylor (1921), this could be interpreted 
to indicate the presence of an incident and a reflected Kelvin wave 
in Caminada Bay, implying the importance of the Coriolis effect. 
However, the simulated slope vector is shown to be able to produce 
a surprisingly similar directional behavior (fig. 26), using tidal 
amplitudes, and C^, which reflect the small equatorial tide 
range. In particular, the semidiurnal, counter-clockwise, step­
like, 180° direction change is clearly apparent in both the 
measured (fig. 24) and simulated (fig. 26) records. This indicates 
that the propagation of two separate trains of progressive tidal 
waves into Caminada Bay is indeed the major dynamical effecL wil.li 
respect to the water surface behavior, while the earth's rotation 
probably only acts to modify the surface slopes and currents.
Transient Water Elevation. The slope vector was also com­
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Fig. 25 Spectra of the slope vector for 178 - 241 hrs.
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Fig. 26 Simulated magnitude and direction of slope vector,
calculated from eqs. 81, 85, and 96, using conditions 
assumed to correspond to 178 - 241 hrs. C^=17 cm,
C2=5 cm, a = +0.128, and the wind stress acts along the 
x-axis with +ox= -0.18 and +iy= 0.09 g cm--*- sec- .̂ 
Compare to fig. 24.
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(fig. 27), when the overall sea level in Caminada Bay was raised 
in response to a coastal Ekman effect. As shown (fig.
13), the wind blew from the NE with mean and r.m.s. stresses, t oy
-1 -2= -0.49 and = 0.29 g cm sec , respectively. In spite of 
the intense stress, the time-averaged (down) slope pointed 90° to 
the left of the stress direction, such that the slope inside Caminada 
Bay may be thought of as an extension of the coastal set-up. The 
slope magnitude is extremely non-stationary and includes the greatest 
measured slope over-all, 4.4 x 10 rad. Because of the non- 
stationarity, a slope vector spectrum has not been computed for 
this time period. Neither has a simulated slope vector been cal­
culated, as the wind-induced water level rise is in clear violation 
of eq. 97.
It is interesting to notice how rapidly the slope magnitude 
reached a maximum more than 30 hrs after the stress maximum, and 
how quickly the slope magnitude then decreased. The water depth 
in the interior of the Bay is less than in the vicinity of Caminada 
Pass. From eq. 95 it is clear that the shallower the water depth 
the greater the set-up for the same wind stress. Also, it can be 
assumed that the marsh and mangrove islands at y = w are charac­
terized by a greated dynamic roughness length than the water on 
either side of the islands. In this case, Blom and Wartena (1969) 
showed in an analogous example that the wind shear stress will be 



















Fig. 27 Measured slope vector magnitude and direction 2100 July 23 - 
0900 July 27, 1972. The smooth lines are the vectorially 
averaged, 24-hr equally weighted running mean of the record. 
LW = low water and HW = high water.
make a plausible explanation for the long delay between maximum 
stress and set-up. However, they do not aid in the understanding 
of the abrupt rise and fall of the slope magnitude. •
Free Oscillations. This study has totally been concerned with 
forced responses. However, this can be justified. Earlier, it 
was indicated that free, first mode longitudinal and transverse 
oscillations should have periods of 2.2 and 0.9 hrs, respectively, 
from Merian's formula. Further, consider a basin consisting of 
both Caminada and Barataria Bays, from y = 0 to y = r (rather 
than 1). The first free mode in this combined basin along the 
y-axis should have a period of 5.1 hrs. The water level spectra, 
as well as the slope vector spectra indicate that the energy 
content at the above frequencies is negligibly small, all being 
associated with vertical fluctuations with a range less than 0.5 
cm, which is smaller than the accuracy of the water level 
measurements.
Conclusions
The measurement of water level fluctuations at three locations 
in a bar-built Louisiana estuary, coupled with wind and atmospheric 
pressure measurements, have given new insight into the dynamical 
structure of a complex, bar-built estuarine system during typical 
fair weather summer conditions.
It was found that the time-averaged estuarine water level was 
quite sensitive to changes in wind direction. With a persistent
alongshore wind from the north-east, the water level rose by as 
much as 24 cm as compared to periods of south-easterly winds.
This phenomenon was explained in terms of a coastal Ekman transport, 
with a lag between wind and water level on the order of one day. 
Similar transient wind effects were observed by Copeland, Thompson, 
and Ogle tree (1968) in Laguna Madre.
A set of linearized differential equations was derived and 
solved analytically. The time-dependent behavior of the water 
surface was considered in terms of a slope vector. It was shown 
that the simulated slope vector reproduced measured conditions as 
a function of time extremely well.
The main feature of the model is the input of two perpendicular
long waves, physically assumed to represent tidal waves entering 
the estuary through two different passes. This feature alone 
explains rotational, time-dependent surface tilts, which otherwise 
could erroneously be attributed to the Coriolis effect. Although 
the earth's rotation has been neglected in the analytical treat­
ment, it may play a role in offsetting the time-averaged slope 
direction from the direction of the mean wind.
_ ̂The measured surface slopes varied from 10 rad, the 
approximate resolution limit, to a maximum of 4.4 x 10 rad, wiLh 
typical time-averaged slopes being slightly less than 10 rad.
The wind stress was shown to account for approximately 50% of
the mean slope, and it was qualitatively indicated how spatial
changes in the tidal volume transport could balance the remainder 
of the mean slope through the non-linear field acceleration terms. 
Further, the data seems to indicate that with increased wind stress 
the non-linear wind-drift may also become a factor of importance.
In contrast to most coastal plain estuaries (compare Pritchard 
1956), the bar-built estuary dealt with in this study did not ex­
hibit significant, mean baroclinic surface slopes. Rather baro- 
tropic slopes due primarily to the wind stress existed and were 
almost an order of magnitude greater than the slopes computed by 
Pritchard (1956).
Although the Gulf Coast generally is considered to be a low 
energy environment where wind effects dominate tidal effects, this 
study points to the importance of the tide both in terms of 
instantaneous and time-averaged estuarine surface slopes. The 
fair weather wind effect was masked by a tropic tide range of 
70 cm and could not easily be observed in a short record. However, 
when considering averages over several tidal cycles, the mean 
water level was seen to respond to wind stress direction and 
magnitude.
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